CASE STUDY

22SEVEN FINDS
24/7 ERGONOMIC
SOLUTIONS

22SEVEN outfitted its workstations with
Humanscale’s Liberty task chair, Element
Classic task light, M2 and M8 monitor arms
and CPU600 CPU holder.

“

We wanted everyone
to be super comfortable
and super productive.

”

Chris Tisdall
Chief Operating Officer, 22seven

MAKING COLLABORATIVE
SPACE MORE COMFORTABLE
AND PRODUCTIVE
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ADDRESSING UNIQUE
CHALLENGES
On top of it all, 22seven had to
overcome the constraints of a
challenging studio environment.

CASE STUDY 22SEVEN
protects our technology investment
while keeping our workspace clean
and organized.”
It didn’t take long at all for
employees to notice the difference
these products were making in their
space. “I really think the desks and
chairs are good quality and fit in well
with the aesthetic of the office.
22seven worked with South Africanbased furniture design consultancy
FormFunc Studio to find just the
right combination of ergonomic
work tools to solve its unique
challenges.

“

The Humanscale products have
proven to be robust, intuitive to
use, and perfectly suited to our
way of working.

”

Chris Tisdall
Chief Operating Officer, 22seven

Spaces intended for collaboration
among large groups of employees
can often get cluttered and untidy
very quickly. “To get around
this,” said Tisdall, “we needed
furniture that had simple form,

HUMANSCALE “MAKES
THE SPACE”
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great functionality, clean lines and
easy configuration...We were also
looking to keep our environmental
impact as small as possible and
sought products that were made
sustainably.”
To outfit 22seven’s high-tech
yet streamlined and sustainable
workstations, FormFunc specified
Humanscale’s Liberty task chair,
Element Classic task light, M2 and
M8 monitor arms and CPU600 CPU
holder.

